LAW REVIEW 2018

Multistate Pharmacy Jurisprudence Examination (MPJE)

INTRODUCTION

- 2.5 hour exam
- combines federal- and state-specific law questions
- the questions are tailored to the specific laws in each state
- consists of 120 multiple-choice test questions. Most of the questions are used to calculate the score but some are pretest questions that do not affect the MPJE score, are dispersed throughout the examination and cannot be identified by the candidate

KNOW WELL

- Everything in the Minnesota Rules except 6800.4210 (Which deals with Schedule I controlled substances). Note that USP Chapters 795 and 797 have been adopted by reference into our rules. You may have questions on both the MPJE and NAPLEX that pertain to these chapters.
- Minnesota Statutes Chapters 151 (all) (see below for Internet links) 152.10 – 152.135
  214.02
  214.03 sub. 1
  214.09
  214.31 – 214.36
- Chapters 1 thru 6 of the book (Pharmacy Practice and the Law – by Richard Abood) – or the chapters of any other pharmacy law book that focus of federal law and regulations administered by the FDA or DEA.
- The DEA Pharmacist's Manual

READ OVER

- Minnesota Statutes Chapter 148 (Prescribing by nurses and optometrists)
INTERNET LINKS

Drug Enforcement Administration Pharmacist's Manual


College of Pharmacy, Washington State University
Review Questions about State Laws & Regulations
William E. Fassett, Ph.D., R.Ph.

This Web site has a list of 77 questions about pharmacy law but has no answers – it is intended to be used as a study guide. If you can answer these questions for any state in which you are seeking licensure, you will have a better chance of passing the law exam.


Minnesota Rules Online - Chapter 6800

www.revisor.leg.state.mn.us/arule/6800

Minnesota Statutes Online - Chapter 151

https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/?id=151

Minnesota Statutes Online - Chapter 152

https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/?id=152

Minnesota Statutes Online – Chapter 214

https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/?id=214

Minnesota Statutes Online – Chapter 148

https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/?id=148

NAPLEX REVIEW

These are courses that recent graduates have told me that they have used to successfully prepare for the NAPLEX. I have not personally used any of them and therefore can’t attest to their quality or usefulness.
Pre-NAPLEX exam:  https://nabp.pharmacy/programs/pre-naplex/

- 100-question, 140-minute practice examination
- costs $65 each time it is taken

The APhA “NAPLEX® Review”*

https://ebusiness.pharmacist.com/personifyebusiness/ShopAPhA.aspx

Kaplan: Complete Preparation for the NAPLEX*

http://www.kaptest.com/medical-prep/naplex

*Not an endorsement for these references. There are other references available. The Board’s Executive Director has heard from recent graduates that these references worked well for them.